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UNDERLYING 
VALUES AND 
BELIEFS

• VALUE AND WORTH OF EACH 
PERSON

• A BELIEF IN THE CAPACITY OF 
FAMILIES

• SEEING POSSIBILITY AND 
ABUNDANCE IN COMMUNITY 

• A PRINCIPLED AND RELEVANT 
APPROACH
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THE VERY 
BASICS

Always start…

• With the gifts and 
the possibilities of 
the person

• within an abundant 
community

• and safeguard for the 
constant vulnerability 
of the person within 
our society
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GROUP 
INTRODUCTION

• Your name, place 
(where you are), your 

family member(s)’ 

name, age and one 
interest that they 

hold….

Type your 
thoughts into 
Slido Ideas
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A POWERHOUSE TEAM REQUIRES A 
SHARED UNDERSTANDING OF

1. A Vision of a good life

2. Knowing who is this person

3. The essential role of (paid) support 
team members

4. Intentional design and 
implementation strategies

5. A shared vigilant mindset
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1. HOLD AND 
SHARE A VISION 
OF 
A GOOD LIFE 
IN 
COMMUNITY

The aim is to be a contributing part of a 
natural community where:

• we are all valued, 
• our differences are respected and not 

seen as all of who we are
• our contributions seen as important and 

drawn forth, and 
• our needs (housing, jobs, leisure) are met 

in valued ways which provide natural 
safeguards

In this way, we can all live in dignity, among 
and in valued relationships with others, 
and in typical life circumstances as 
enjoyed by us all, as citizens. 

This happens  
for me, but for 
my daughter..??
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WHAT WE 
ALL WANT 
FOR 
PEOPLE’S 
LIVES

Genuine Purpose
Positive Identity

Chance to Contribute
Authentic Relationship

Welcome

Real Belonging

Typical  

Familiar

Like Everyone Else 
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AND WHAT WOULD THIS LOOK 
LIKE IN A GROWING, GOOD LIFE?

That this person …becoming someone in their life and community:
• …present and welcome
• …in typical family, neighbourhood, and community life 
• …in typical, familiar ways  and roles that embrace home, work, 

recreation, friends, and more
• …so that they are contributing and recognized in ways that gives 

them purpose, positive identity, new opportunities for growth and 
connection and shapes their days in meaningful ways

• …where mutual relationships are expected, noticed, nourished and 
growing

• …all of which provide an inviting path forward into a future that 
they see as desirable?

This is best for the individual, her family, her neighbourhood and her 
community.
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THE GOOD 
THINGS IN LIFE

• A place to call home 

• Safety and security 

• Relationship- family, friends, and a wide range of 
acquaintances

• A sense of belonging 

• Ways to give, participate, and contribute 

• Spending my days in personally fulfilling ways 

• Continual opportunities and expectations to grow 
and learn 

• Respect of those with whom I come into contact

• The opportunity to make good choices and direct my 
life

• Good health as a result of living a healthy lifestyle

• A way to communicate with at least a small circle of 
people 

• Hope for the future 

• The opportunity to work on a few of my life's dreams  

• A satisfying spiritual life.
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GROUP 
BRAINSTORM #1

• What does it look like, what 
does it feel like when support 
goes well…

Type your 
thoughts into 
Slido Ideas
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2. WHO IS THIS 
PERSON?
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WHO IS THIS PERSON?

• When is she her best self?

• Ask the person

• Ask others

• Ask over time

• Find out their history

• Observe – what draws 
attention, makes them happy

• Preferred places and people

• Ask lots of questions of things 
that are likely

• Look at décor

• Go and try things

• Ask others to try things

• Identify and ask about similar 
ideas

• What motivates?

• Search in all realms

• Take negative and see 
positively
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YOU 
CANNOT 
FIGURE 
OUT 
INTERESTS 
IF THIS 
PERSON 
HAS…

• No opportunity to try new things

• No chance to discover the same 
things as age peers, neighbours and 
cousins

• No chance to stay with it until they 
feel comfortable and familiar

• No chance to try an interest in 
different ways or from other angles

• No chance to explore the world 
beyond home and program

• Been introduced in limiting or 
devaluaing ways
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SILENT 
REFLECTION

Who is this person?

Families: how do you talk about and portray your family member? 
How do you see the emerging person? How do you describe when he shines…
How do you guide supporters to do this?
Are you open to the ideas of others and how they see her?

Paid supporters: what are ways that you might get to a know a person? 
What do you keep in mind? 
Get to know the person now and potentially. 
Really notice. 
Not for friendship, but for the parts that others may come in friendship
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3.  THE ROLE OF PAID 
SUPPORT TEAM MEMBERS
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THIS SUPPORT ROLE –
WHAT IS IT?

..AND WHAT IS IT NOT?

Large Group Brainstorm
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THE ESSENTIAL 
SUPPORT ROLE

IN A POWERHOUSE TEAM

ONE ROLE SUPERSEDES THEM ALL
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THE ESSENTIAL SUPPORT ROLE

BE THE BRIDGE…
…TO RELATIONSHIP

(AND NOT THE RELATIONSHIP ITSELF)

Janet Klees 2016 janet@legacies.ca
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THIS MEANS….

• You are not the friend

• But you are an essential part of the present

• You are low profile but essential in getting 
the person to where they want to be going

• You hold the belief in possibility when all 
others cannot yet see it.

• You are assisting people to get comfortable 
and familiar on BOTH sides of the bridge
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IT IS  NOT A SHORTCOMING IN A SUPPORTER IF SHE 
DOES NOT BECOME A FRIEND…

HOWEVER
NOT PROVIDING GOOD SUPPORT IS A SHORT 
COMING.

NOT LEAVING SOMETHING GOOD BEHIND IS A 
SHORTCOMING.

CONFUSING CARING WITH TRUE FRIENDSHIP IS A 
SHORTCOMING.
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WHAT GETS IN THE WAY OF BEING A 
BRIDGE?

• Staying mostly in 1:1 support situations –not being with 
others

• Trying to entertaining the person - time-filling activities

• When you engage in spending times that differ from what 
is valued and you don’t meet others

• Being the Expert – so that others cannot offer advice, help 

• Being the centre of attention

• When you focus on your own interests

• When you do not provide a positive interpretation of a 
person and way of being present

• When you are not comfortable asking, chatting with 
others

• When you SEE yourself as the friend…or the professional
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ALL SUPPORT TASKS MAY SERVE THIS 
ROLE – IT’S ALL MEANINGFUL WORK

• Preparing and assisting person to be their best self
• Physically
• Emotionally

• Mentally 

• Getting to know them to augment their voice most fully

• Supporting and deepening who they are in terms of life 
roles

• Supporting housekeeping roles

• Supporting opportunities for valued role and 
relationship

• Communicating life back to those at home
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4. STRATEGIES FOR 
THE SUPPORT AS 
BRIDGE ROLE
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BUILDING A 
CONTEXT FOR 
RELATIONSHIP 

ROLES, RELATIONSHIP 
AND BELONGING

……….A POWERFUL AND STRATEGIC TOOL
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Contribution

One person at a time

Shared 
interests

Regular, frequent

We cannot create relationship…but we can build and shape situations
in which relationship is more likely to arise

Interests of 
the person
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Contribution

One person at a time

Shared 
interests

Regular, frequent

We cannot create relationship…but we can build and shape situations
in which relationship is more likely to arise

Interests of 
the person
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ANSWERING THE QUESTION: WHERE ARE 
THE PEOPLE WHO ARE INTO ART IN 
DURHAM REGION?

Artist, art student, painting group member, art 
cards promoter, art gallery volunteer, art guild 
member, art exhibitor, finalist in art competitions, 
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The Person The other party

You

The Support Triangle
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INFLUENCING 
PERCEPTION:

WHAT AM I
PUTTING INTO 
THE HEARTS AND 
MINDS OF 
OTHERS?

EVERY MOMENT IS AN 
OPPORTUNITY

WHAT DO WE WANT 
TO CONVEY?

WHAT DO WE WANT 
TO AVOID?
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MESSAGES ARE CONVEYED AND 
JUDGEMENTS ARE MADE  THROUGH

• Language (directly, tone, titles, voice, words 
chosen)

• Physicality (where do you stand, how do you 
move)

• Appearance (of both parties)

• Groupings

• Other
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WHAT ARE PEOPLE 
LEARNING WHEN I…

• Always walk in front of the person?

• When I call them “Susie, Ronnie…”?

• When I correct them or admonish them publicly?

• When I call them “client”?

• When I let people know what they cannot do?

• When I introduce them by their label?

• When I don’t care what they wear?

• When I ignore them to address their behaviour

• WHAT MIGHT YOU DO INSTEAD TO PUT IN 
OTHER MESSAGES?

Your turn!!
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GROUP 
BRAINSTORM #2

• What are you 
putting into the 
minds of others? 

• What do you 
want to show, 
what do you want 
to avoid?

Type your 
thoughts into 
Slido Ideas
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5. SHARED 
VIGILANCE
• WHAT ELSE? WHAT NEXT?

• WHAT ARE YOU PUTTING INTO 
MINDS OF OTHERS?

• AM I ON THE RIGHT PATH?

36
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HOW DO 
WE 
KNOW 
WE ARE 
DOING 
THE 
RIGHT 
THING?

• Is the person …at least partly through my 
efforts…becoming someone in their life and 
community:

• …present and welcome
• …in typical family, neighbourhood, and 

community life and life and roles
• …in typical, familiar ways that embrace 

home, work, recreation, friends, and more
• …so that they are contributing and 

recognized in ways that gives them 
purpose, positive identity, new 
opportunities for growth and connection 
and shapes their days in meaningful ways

• …where mutual relationships are expected, 
noticed, nourished and growing

• …all of which provide an inviting path 
forward into a future that they see as 
desirable?

• This is best for the individual, her family, 
her neighbourhood and her community.
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FIVE 
ESSENTIAL 
DESIGN 
QUESTIONS

5. IS THERE A MINDSET TO RELATIONSHIP AND 
CONNECTION FROM THE OUTSET?

4. IS THERE POTENTIAL FOR CONTRIBUTION, 
GROWTH, AND DEEPENING?

3. IS THE SITUATION POWERFULLY PLANNED 
FOR SUCCESS - A BCR MATCH?

2. IS THIS REAL COMMUNITY OR A 
COMMUNITY OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITY? 

1. IS IT THE REAL THING OR JUST PRETEND OR 
JUST GOOD ENOUGH?
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A POWERHOUSE TEAM REQUIRES A 
SHARED UNDERSTANDING OF

1. A Vision of a good life

2. Knowing who is this person

3. The essential role of (paid) support 
team members

4. Intentional design and 
implementation strategies

5. A shared vigilant mindset A last 
review

…
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FINAL 
REFLECTION

• What’s on your mind?

• What's on your 
heart?

• What are you taking 
home with you?

• What will you carry 
forward?

Type your 
thoughts into 
Slido Ideas
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QUESTIONS?
COMMENTS?

What questions 
remain?
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THANK YOU
JANET@LEGACIES.CA
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